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Luxury Daily’s live news from July 29:

Fortnum & Mason takes consumers on exclusive tour of royal garden

British department store Fortnum & Mason is giving consumers the royal treatment with
an afternoon tea and private tour of Highgrove Gardens, the Gloucestershire country
residence of the royal family.

Click here to read the entire article

Balenciaga said to be seeking replacement for Alexander Wang amid rumors of
departure

Rumors about American designer Alexander Wang’s departure from French fashion
house Balenciaga have proved to be true, according to sources in the industry.

Click here to read the entire article

Galeries Lafayette welcomes visitors with tour for European Heritage Days
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French department store Galeries Lafayette is sharing its history with consumers by
offering a number of guided tours in celebration of European Heritage Days.

Click here to read the entire article

T Magazine introduces new advertising partners in large issue

The New York Time’s T  Magazine is growing to its biggest size in seven years with more
advertising pages than the magazine has had since 2008.

Click here to read the entire article

Loewe expands in-store offerings with Summer Shop in Ibiza

Spanish apparel and accessories house Loewe is continuing its collaboration with the art
world by opening a temporary summer location in the Museum of Contemporary Arts in
Ibiza, Spain.

Click here to read the entire article
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